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Abstract
The isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation is considered in its weak formulation us-
ing model (simplified) homogeneous kernels. Existence and uniqueness of solutions is
proven in a particular setting where the kernels have a rate of growth at most linear. We
also consider finite stochastic particle systems undergoing instantaneous coagulation-
fragmentation phenomena and give conditions in which this system approximates the
solution of the equation (mean-field limit).
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Notation
R+ = [0,∞);
B = space of bounded measurable functions with bounded support;
D = {(ω1, ω2, ω3) ∈ R3+ |ω1 + ω2 ≥ ω3};
k wavevector, it belongs to RN ;
ω(k) dispersion relation;
T = T (k1,k2,k3,k) interaction coefficient;
P(R+) space of probability measures in R+
M(R+) set of finite measures on R+.
1 Introduction
Wave turbulence ([ZDP04, ZLF92, Naz11], [S+06, Entry turbulence]) describes weakly non-
linear systems of dispersive waves. The present work focuses in the case of 4 interacting
waves.
We start with a brief presentation of the general 4-wave kinetic equation and move
quickly to consider the isotropic case with simplified kernels, which is the object of study of
the present work, and present the main results.
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We give a brief account on the theory of wave turbulence in Section 1.3. The rest of the
text consists on the proofs of the main theorems.
1.1 The 4-wave kinetic equation.
Using in shorthand ni = n(ki, t), nk = n(k, t), ωi = ω(ki) and ω = ω(k), the 4-wave kinetic
equation is given by
d
dt
n(k, t) = 4pi
∫
R
3N
T
2
(k1,k2,k3,k)(n1n2n3 + n1n2nk − n1n3nk − n2n3nk) (1)
×δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω)δ(k1 + k2 − k3 − k)dk1dk2dk3.
where k ∈ RN is called wavevector; the function n = n(k, t) can be interpreted as the
spectral density (in k-space) of a wave field and it is called energy spectrum; ω(k) is the
dispersion relation; and
T 123k := T (k1,k2,k3,k)
is the interaction coefficient.
E =
∫
RN
ω(k)n(k)dk, W =
∫
RN
n(k)dk
correspond to the total energy and the waveaction (total number of waves), respectively.
These two quantities are conserved formally.
Properties of the dispersion relation and the interaction coefficient. ω(k) and
T123k are homogeneous, i.e., for some α > 0 and β ∈ R
ω(ξk) = ξαω(k), T (ξk1, ξk2, ξk3, ξk) = ξ
βT (k1,k2,k3,k) ξ > 0.
Moreover the interaction coefficient possesses the following symmetries
T 123k = T 213k = T 12k3 = T 3k12.
Example: shallow water. In the case of shallow water we deal with weakly-nonlinear
waves on the surface of an ideal fluid in an infinite basin of constant depth h small. In this
case ([Zak99]) we have that α = 1, β = 2, dimension is 2 and
T (k1,k2,k3,k) = − 1
16pi2h
1
(k1k2k3k)1/2
[(k1 · k2)(k3 · k) + (k1 · k3)(k2 · k) + (k1 · k)(k2 · k3)] .
(2)
In general T will be given by very complex expressions, see for example [ZLF92].
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Resonant conditions and the δ distributions. The delta distributions appearing in
equation (1) correspond to the so-called resonant conditions:
k1 + k2 = k3 + k
ω(k1) + ω(k2) = ω(k3) + ω(k).
This imposes the conservation of energy and momentum in the wave interactions.
1.2 The simplified weak isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation.
We focus our study on the weak formulation of the isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation defined
against functions in B(RN ); the set of bounded measurable functions with bounded support
in RN .
More specifically, we assume that n(k) = n(k) is a radial function (isotropic). Then,
using the relation ω(k) = kα, we study the evolution of the angle-averaged frequency
spectrum µ = µ(dω) which corresponds to
µ(dω) :=
|SN−1|
α
ω
N−α
α n(ω1/α)dω,
where SN−1 is the N dimensional sphere. The total number of waves (waveaction) and the
total energy are now expressed respectively as
W =
∫ ∞
0
µ(dω) (3)
E =
∫ ∞
0
ωµ(dω). (4)
The weak form of the isotropic equation is given formally by
µt = µ0 +
∫ t
0
Q(µs, µs, µs) ds (5)
where Q is defined against functions f ∈ B(R+) as
〈f,Q(µ, µ, µ)〉 = 1
2
∫
D
µ(dω1)µ(dω2)µ(dω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×[f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω2)− f(ω1)]
where D := {R3+∩(ω1+ω2 ≥ ω3)}. See appendix 5 for the formal derivation of this equation.
Formally K = K(ω1, ω2, ω3) is written as
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) =
8pi
α|SN−1|4 (ω1 + ω2 − ω3)
N−α
α (6)∫
(SN−1)4
ds1ds2ds3dsT
2
(ω
1/α
1 s1, ω
1/α
2 s2, ω
1/α
3 s3, (ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1/αs)
×δ(ω1/α1 s1 + ω1/α2 s2 − ω1/α3 s3 − (ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1/αs).
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Notice that formally K is homogeneous of degree
λ :=
2β − α
α
. (7)
Our starting point is equation (5) considering simplified kernels K. In this
work we do not study the relation between the interaction coefficient T and K. Specifically,
we will consider the following type of kernels:
Definition 1.1. We say that K is a model kernel if
• K : R3+ → R+;
• K is continuous in R3+ = [0,∞)3;
• K is homogeneous of degree λ;
• K(ω1, ω2, ω3) = K(ω2, ω1, ω3) for all (ω1, ω2, ω3) ∈ R3+.
Some examples of model kernels are:
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) =
1
2
(ωp1ω
q
2ω
r
3 + ω
q
1ω
p
2ω
r
3) with p+ q + r = λ,
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) = (ω1ω2ω3)
λ/3, (8)
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) =
1
3
(ωλ1 + ω
λ
2 + ω
λ
3 ).
The main question we want to address is:
For which types of kernels K there is existence and uniqueness
of solutions for equation (5) and, moreover, can this solution(s)
be taken as the mean-field limit of a specific stochastic particle
system?
The present work gives a positive answer for a particular class of kernels as explained
in the next section, but first, for the motivation of the problem, we need to answer the two
following questions:
a) Why is it relevant to study the weak isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation with
simplified kernels?
The present work is inspired on the article [Con09] from the physics literature on wave
turbulence. In [Con09] the author works with the 3-wave kinetic equation and considers its
isotropic version also assuming simplified kernels. The idea is that the 3-wave kinetic equa-
tion can be interpreted as a process where particles coagulate and fragment. This interpreta-
tion allows to use numerical methods coming from the theory of coagulation-fragmentation
processes, which can be applied to this type of simplified kernels.
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As in [Con09], ignoring the specific shape of the interaction coefficient T is not uncommon
in the wave turbulence literature; in general the shape of T is too complex, too messy to
extract information. Moreover, the most important feature in wave turbulence, the steady
states called KZ-spectrum, depend only on the parameters α, β and N . That is why in the
physics literature T plays a secondary role, sometimes no role at all.
It is believed that only the asymptotic scaling properties of the kernel will affect the
asymptotic behaviour of the solution. This is similar to what happens in the case of the
Smoluchowski’s coagulation equation, where homogeneous kernels give rise to self-similar
solutions (scaling solutions) in some cases. The hypothesis that solutions become self-similar
in the long run under the presence of an homogeneous kernel is called dynamical scaling
hypothesis, see [MC11] for more on this. In the case of wave turbulence we expect this
self-similar solutions to correspond to the steady states given by the KZ-spectrum.
Proving the dynamical scaling hypothesis for the simplified isotropic 4-wave kinetic equa-
tion under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6 (existence of solutions) will imply proving the
validity of the KZ-spectrum for this simplified kernels (if there is correspondence between
the two). This would provide a great indication of the mathematical validity of the theory
of wave turbulence.
b) Why consider the isotropic case? There are examples in the physics literature where
the phenomena are considered to behave isotropically (like in Langmuir waves for isotropic
plasmas and shallow water with flat bottom).
The main reason though to consider the isotropic case is that it makes easier to get a
mean-field limit from discrete stochastic particle systems. Suppose that we want to find
a discrete particle system that approximates the dynamics of (1). For given waves with
wavenumbers k1,k2,k3, we want to see if they interact. On one hand, due to the resonance
conditions k defined as
k = k1 + k2 − k3
is uniquely determined. On the other hand, on top we must add the constraint
ω = ω1 + ω2 − ω3
and this in general will not be satisfied. Therefore, if we consider systems with a finite number
of particles, in general, interactions will not occur and the dynamics will be constant.
We go around this problem by considering the isotropic case. By assuming that n = n(k)
is a rotationally invariant function, we add the degree of freedom that we need.
1.2.1 Summary of results
Next we summarise the main results in the present work. These results are the analogous
ones presented in the papers [Nor99, Nor00] for the Smoluchowski equation (coagulation
model).
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Remark 1.2 (Strategy). We will adapt the proofs by Norris in [Nor99] and [Nor00] for
coagulation phenomena. In the proof by Norris in [Nor99] sublinear functions ϕ : R+ → R+
are used, i.e.,
ϕ(λx) ≤ λϕ(x), λ ≥ 1
ϕ(x+ y) ≤ ϕ(x) + ϕ(y).
These functions are the key to get bounds because of the following property: let (µnt )t≥0 be a
stochastic coagulation process with n particles, if initially
〈ϕ, µn0〉 ≤ Λ
for some Λ <∞, for all n ∈ N , then
〈ϕ, µnt 〉 ≤ Λ for all n, t.
Actually, what we obtain is that
〈ϕ, µnt 〉 ≤ 〈ϕ, µn0〉
thanks to the sublinearity of ϕ; say that two particles of masses x, y ∈ R+ coagulate creating
a particle of mass x+ y, then
ϕ(x+ y) ≤ ϕ(x) + ϕ(y) (9)
by sublinearity.
In general, this idea to get bounds cannot be applied to the type of stochastic particle
processes that we are going to consider because they also include fragmentation phenomena;
we will have that in an interaction two particles of masses ω1, ω2 ∈ R+ disappear and two
particles of masses ω1 + ω2 − ω3, ω3 ∈ R+ are created.
To get bounds on this stochastic process using the method above we need an expression
analogous to (9), i.e.,
ϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + ϕ(ω3) ≤ ϕ(ω1) + ϕ(ω2).
Therefore we can use Norris method with the appropriate adaptations for the particular case
where ϕ(ω) = ω + c for a constant c, which we will take to be one.
Notice that this works as a consequence of the conservation of the energy (given by the
ω’s, see (4)) and the conservation of the total number of particles at each interaction.
Definition 1.3. Consider ϕ(ω) = ω+ 1. We say that a kernel K is sub-multiplicative if
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≤ ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3). (10)
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A. Existence and uniqueness of solutions.
Definition 1.4 (Solution and types of solutions). We will say that (µt)t<T is a local solution
if it satisfies (5) for all bounded measurable functions f of bounded support and such that
〈ω, µt〉 ≤ 〈ω, µ0〉 for all t < T . If T = +∞ then we have a solution. If moreover,∫ ∞
0
ωµt(dω)
is finite and constant, then we say that (µt)t<T is conservative.
We call any local solution (µt)t<T such that∫ t
0
〈ϕ2, µs〉 ds <∞ for all t < T
a strong solution.
Remark 1.5. Observe that we consider the possibility of having not conservative solutions,
implying loss of mass. This will correspond to gelation in coagulation and the concept of
finite capacity cascades in Wave Turbulence (see [Con09]).
Theorem 1.6 (Existence and uniqueness of solutions). Consider equation (5) and a given
µ0 measure in R+. Define ϕ(ω) = ω+1 and assume that K is submultiplicative model kernel.
Assume further that 〈ϕ, µ0〉 < ∞ (i.e., initially the total number of waves (3) and the total
energy (4) are finite). Then, if (µt)t<T and (νt)t<T are local solutions, starting from µ0, and
if (νt)t<T is strong, then µt = νt for all t < T . Moreover, any strong solution is conservative.
Also, if 〈ϕ2, µ0〉 <∞, then there exists a unique maximal strong solution (µt)t<ζ(µ0) with
ζ(µ0) = 〈ϕ2, µ0〉−1〈ϕ, µ0〉−1.
The proof of this theorem will be an adaptation of [Nor99, Theorem 2.1].
B. Mean-field limit (coagulation-fragmentation phenomena). We will consider a
system of stochastic particles undergoing coagulation-fragmentation phenomena. The basic
idea is that three particles (ω1, ω2, ω3) with ω1 + ω2 ≥ ω3 will interact at a given rate
K(ω1, ω2, ω3). In the interaction, first ω1 and ω2 coagulate to form ω1 + ω2 and then, under
the presence of ω3 the coagulant splits into two other components which are ω1 + ω2 − ω3
and a new ω3 (fragmentation). So interactions are
[ω1, ω2, ω3] 7→ [ω1 + ω2 − ω3, ω3, ω3].
Note that we assume thatK is symmetric in the first two variables because in the interactions
the role of ω1 and ω2 is symmetric.
We will define and build for each n ≥ 1, (Xnt )t≥0 a instantaneous coagulation-fragmentation
stochastic particle system of n particles (Section 3.1) following the previous ideas.
We will approximate the solutions to the isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation using this
coagulation-fragmentation phenomena. We present here two mean-field limits each of them
requiring a different set of assumptions:
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Theorem 1.7 (First mean-field limit). Assume that for ϕ˜(ω) = ω1−γ, γ ∈ (0, 1) it holds
that K is a model kernel with
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≤ ϕ˜(ω1)ϕ˜(ω2)ϕ˜(ω3).
Assume also that 〈ω,Xn0 〉 is bounded uniformly in n by 〈ω, µ0〉 <∞, and
Xn0 → µ0 weakly.
Then the sequence of laws (Xnt )n∈N is tight in the Skorokhod topology. Moreover, under any
weak limit law, (µt)t≥0 is almost surely a solution of equation (5). In particular, this equation
has at least one solution.
The proof of this theorem will be an adaptation of [Nor99, Theorem 4.1].
Denote by d some metric on M, the set of finite measures on R+, which is compatible
with the topology of weak convergence, i.e.,
d(µn, µ)→ 0 if and only if 〈f, µn〉 → 〈f, µ〉 (11)
for all bounded continuous functions f : R+ → R. We choose d so that d(µ, µ′) ≤ ‖µ − µ′‖
for al µ, µ′ ∈ M.
Theorem 1.8 (Second mean-field limit). Let K be a model kernel and let µ0 be a measure
on R+. Assume that for ϕ(ω) = ω + 1 it holds
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≤ ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)
and that 〈ϕ, µ0〉 < ∞ and 〈ϕ2, µ0〉 < ∞. Denote by (µt)t<T the maximal strong solution
to (5) provided by Theorem 1.6. Let (Xnt )n∈N be a sequence of instantaneous coagulation-
fragmentation particle system, with jump kernel K. Suppose that
d(ϕXn0 , ϕµ0)→ 0
as n→∞. Then, for all t < T ,
sup
s≤t
d(ϕXns , ϕµs)→ 0
in probability, as n→∞.
The proof of this theorem will be an adaptation of [Nor99, Theorem 4.4].
Many mathematical works have been devoted to the study of the coagulation-fragmentation
equation. We base our work on [Nor99] and [Nor00] but the reader is also referred to [EW00],
[EMRR05], [LM02], [W+05], as an example.
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C. Applications For the physical applications we consider K given by expression (8), i.e.
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) = (ω1ω2ω3)
λ/3, which is submultiplicative (since ωλ ≤ ω + 1, λ ∈ [0, 1]).
If λ ∈ [0, 3) then we can apply all the previous theorems. For the case λ = 3 the theorems
also apply with the exception of the first mean-field limit, Theorem 1.7.
Here are some examples:
• Langmuir waves in isotropic plasmas and spin waves : β = 2, α = 2, so λ = 1 (the
dimension is N = 3).
• Shallow water (isotropic in a flat bottom, [Zak99]): β = 2, α = 1, so λ = 3 (dimension
N = 2).
• Waves on elastic plates : β = 3, α = 2, so λ = 2 (dimension N = 2).
However, these results cannot be applied to other systems like gravity waves on deep
water, nonlinear optics and Bose-Einstein condensates.
1.3 Some notes on the physical theory of Wave Turbulence
The theory of Wave Turbulence is a relatively recent field where most of the results are
due to physicists. Next, we present some concepts of the theory extracted from [ZDP04,
ZLF92, Naz11], [S+06, Entry turbulence]. All the results are formal and require a rigorous
mathematical counterpart.
Wave turbulence is formed by the so-called weak wave turbulence (whose central object
is the kinetic wave equation) and the so-called ‘coherent structures’.
Wave turbulence takes place on the onset of weakly non-linear dispersive waves. The
assumption on weak non-linearity allows the derivation of the kinetic wave equation of which
(1) is an example for the case of 4 interacting waves. In the general case, N waves interact
in resonant sets transferring energy.
Differences between physical systems are given by the dimension of the system, the
number of interacting waves and the medium itself (which is described by the dispersion
relation and the interaction coefficient).
A. Derivation of the wave kinetic equation and the Cauchy theory. There is not
a rigorous mathematical derivation and Cauchy theory for the kinetic wave equation. In this
work we prove existence and uniqueness of solutions for the isotropic weak 4-wave kinetic
equation in some restricted setting.
• General procedure: in [Naz11, Section 6.1.1] it is given a scheme of the general proce-
dure to derive the kinetic wave equation. We do not reproduce here the explanation
there but point at some of the key steps:
– the starting point is a nonlinear wave equation (mostly written in Hamiltonian
form);
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– then the equation is written in Fourier space in k using the interaction represen-
tation between waves;
– using the weakness of the nonlinearity hypothesis, a perturbation analysis is done
expanding around a small nonlinearity parameter;
– perform statistical averaging.
• Example: shallow water. In the case of shallow (or deep water) the vertical coordinate
is considered to be
−h < z < η(r), r = (x, y)
and the velocity field V is incompressible and a potential field,
div V = 0, V = ∇Φ
where the potential satisfies the Laplace equation
∆Φ = 0
with boundary conditions
Φ|z=η = Ψ(r, t), Φ|z=−h = 0.
The Hamiltonian is consider to by the sum H = T +U of kinetic and potential energies
defined as follows:
T =
1
2
∫
dr
∫ η
−h
(∇Φ)2dz,
U =
1
2
g
∫
η2dr + σ
∫ (√
1 + (∇η)2 − 1
)
dr
where g is the acceleration of gravity and σ is the surface tension coefficent. Zakharov
[Zak98] derived the equations of motion for η and Ψ as
∂η
∂t
=
δH
δΨ
,
∂Ψ
∂t
= −δH
δη
.
In [Zak99], Zakharov derives the kinetic wave equation for shallow and deep water
starting from these equations.
• The delta distribution. One of the main issues to study the validity of the kinetic wave
equation is the presence of the two delta distributions that make sure that the energy
and the total momentum are conserved.
• N-waves. At the beginning of this work the 4-wave equation was presented. In the
general case, the kinetic equation will correspond to N interacting waves, where N is
the minimal number such that the interaction operator is non-zero, i.e., such that
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1. the N -wave resonant conditions are satisfied for a non-trivial set of wave vectors
(here ‘non-trivial set’ must be made precise):
ω(k1)± ω(k2)± . . .± ω(kN) = 0;
k1 ± k2 ± . . .± kN ;
2. the N -wave interaction coefficient T must be non-zero over this set.
B. The Kolmogorov-Zakharov (KZ) spectra. The Kolmogorov-Zakharov spectrum
corresponds to steady states of the system.
• Derivation, validity (locality) and stability. The derivation of the KZ spectrum is
explained in [ZLF92, Chapter 3]. For the derivation, only the homogeneity index of
the interaction coefficient T is needed. However, the validity of the KZ spectrum
depends on the condition of ‘locality’, i.e., that only waves with similar wavelength
interact. This condition is translated in the finiteness of the interaction integral (see
[ZLF92] for more details) and it does depend on the particular shape of T . On the
other hand, one should check the stability of the KZ to small perturbations.
• Case of shallow water: for this case, the corresponding Kolmogorov-Zakharov solutions
are ([Zak99]):
n
(1)
k ∼ k−10/3
n
(2)
k ∼ k−3.
Observe that there are two solutions; the first one corresponds to the energy flux and
the second to the flux of action (corresponding to the waveaction).
Historical note. The kinetic wave equation was first derived by Nordheim in 1928 [Nor28]
in the context of a Bose gas and by Peierls [Pei29] in 1929 in the context of thermal conduction
in crystals.
C. Some examples. We have already seen the case of shallow water, but there are many
more examples.
The Majda-McLaughlin-Tabak model is explained in [ZDP04] in dimension 1 where the
dispersion relation is given by
ω(k) = kα, α > 0
where k = ‖k‖ and
T123k = (k1k2k3k)
β/4 (12)
for some β ∈ R. The particular case α = 1
2
corresponds to the Majda-McLaughlin-Tabak
(MMT) model.
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We have a four-wave interaction process with resonant conditions:{
k1 + k2 = k3 + k
|k1|1/2 + |k2|1/2 = |k3|1/2 + |k|1/2.
In this case wave numbers that are non-trivial solutions to these conditions cannot have
all the same sign. Moreover, non-trivial solutions can be parametrized by a two parameter
family A and ξ > 0:
k1 = −A2ξ2, k2 = A2(1 + ξ + ξ2)2, k3 = A2(1 + ξ)2, k = A2ξ2(1 + ξ)2. (13)
When β = 0 the collision rate is bounded. In [ZDP04] the authors obtain the following
Kolmogorov-type solutions for α = 1/2 and β = 0:
n ∼ |k|−5/6 (14)
n ∼ |k|−1 . (15)
The derivation of the kinetic wave equation is done from the equation
i
∂ψ
∂t
=
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂x
∣∣∣∣α ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
dispersive
+λ
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂x
∣∣∣∣β/4

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂x
∣∣∣∣β/4 ψ
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣∣ ∂∂x
∣∣∣∣β/4 ψ


︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-linearity
λ = ±1
where ψ(x, t) denotes a complex wave field.
Other examples in wave turbulence are (taken from [Naz11]):
• 4-wave examples
– surface gravity waves; N = 2, α = 1/2, β = 3;
– langmuir waves in isotropic plasmas, spin waves; N = 3, α = 2, β = 2;
– waves on elastic plates: N = 2, α = 2, β = 3;
– Bose-Einstein condensates and non-linear optics: α = 2, β = 0;
– Gravity waves on deep water: N = 2, α = 1/2, β = 3.
• 3-wave examples
– capillary waves: N = 2, α = 3/2;
– acoustic turbulence, waves in isotropic elastic media; N = 3, α = 1;
– interval waves in stratified fluids: N = 1, α = −1;
• other examples
– Kelvin waves on vortex filaments: N = 1, 6-wave interaction, α = 2.
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2 Existence of solutions for unbounded kernel
In this section we will follow the steps in [Nor99, Theorem 2.1] (see Remark 1.2).
Remark 2.1. We make some comments about Theorem 1.6:
1. The statement is correct even if
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≤ Cϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)
for some positive constant C <∞. This only changes the ζ(µ0) into
ζ(µ0) = 〈ϕ2, µ0〉−1C−1〈ϕ, µ0〉−1.
Also notice that by scaling time, we can eliminate the multiplicative constant.
2. Notice that in the coagulation case, existence of strong solutions is assured for times
T ′ = 〈ϕ2, µ0〉−1. We expect that in the 4-wave equations we can assure existence of
strong solutions for larger times. The reason that we do not get that is because when
bounding (30), we ignore some negative factors.
3. We will need to use that for ϕ(ω) = ω + 1, it holds that for any local solution (µt)t<T
〈ϕ, µt〉 ≤ 〈ϕ, µ0〉 for all t < T. (16)
This is a condition for µt being a solution (see Definition 1.4). Notice that in particular
strong solutions fulfilled this condition automatically as they are conservative (this is
explained in expression (29)).
4. We could have defined our set of test functions as including also measurable functions
with linear growth (and in an unbounded interval). This way the theorem works the
same and we would have that 〈ϕ, µt〉 = 〈ϕ, µ0〉 for all t where the solution exists, i.e.,
for that particular set of test functions we would only consider conservative solutions.
5. A main difference with the result obtained in [Nor99] and [Nor00] is that we do not
allow K to blow up at zero.
2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.6
The rest of this section will consist on the proof of this theorem, which we will split in
different propositions. We will follow the idea and structure as in [Nor99, Theorem 2.1]. We
want to apply an iterative scheme on the equation to prove existence of solutions and for that
we need estimates on ‖Q(µ)‖ and ‖Q(µ)− Q(µ′)‖, which, unfortunately, are unavailable in
our present case for unbounded kernels. To sort this problem, we will consider an auxiliary
process that approximates our looked for solution and that operates on bounded sets.
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This auxiliary process will take the form (XBt ,Λ
B
t )t≥0 for some bounded set B. Λ
B
t gives
an upper estimate of the effect on XBt of the particles outside B and X
B
t will be a lower
bound for our process in B.
Let B ⊂ [0,∞) be bounded. Denote byMB the space of finite signed measures supported
on B. We define LB :MB × R →MB × R by the requirement:
〈(f, a), LB(µ, λ)〉 = 1
2
∫
D
(f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B + aϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈B
+f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2))K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ(dω1)µ(dω2)µ(dω3)
+ (λ2 + 2λ〈ϕ, µ〉)
∫ ∞
0
(aϕ(ω)− f(ω))ϕ(ω)µ(dω)
for all bounded measurable functions f on (0,∞) and all a ∈ R whereD = {R3+∩ω1+ω2−ω3 ≥
0}. We used the notation 〈(f, a), (µ, λ)〉 = 〈f, µ〉+ aλ.
Consider the equation
(µt, λt) = (µ0, λ0) +
∫ t
0
LB(µs, λs) ds. (17)
We admit as a local solution any continuous map
t 7→ (µt, λt) : [0, T ]→MB × R
where T ∈ (0,∞), which satisfies equation (17) for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Proposition 2.2 (Existence for the auxiliary process). Suppose µ0 ∈ MB with µ0 ≥ 0 and
that λ0 ∈ [0,∞). The equation (17) has a unique solution (µt, λt)t≥0 starting from (µ0, λ0).
Moreover, µt ≥ 0 and λt ≥ 0 for all t.
The proof is obtained by adapting the one in [Nor99, Proposition 2.2].
Proof. By assumption (10) it holds that for ϕ(ω) = ω + 1
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≤ ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3).
Observe that ϕ ≥ 1. By a scaling argument we may assume, without loss, that
〈ϕ, µ0〉+ λ0 ≤ 1,
which implies that
‖µ0‖+ |λ0| ≤ 1.
We will show next by a standard iterative scheme, that there is a constant T > 0
depending only on ϕ and B, and a unique local solution (µt, λt)t≤T starting from (µ0, λ0).
Then we will see that µt ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ].
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This will be enough to prove the proposition: if we put f = 0 and a = 1 in (17) we get
d
dt
λt =
1
2
∫
D
ϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈BK(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ(dω1)µ(dω2)µ(dω3)
+(λ2 + 2λ〈ϕ, µ〉)
∫ ∞
0
ϕ(ω)2µ(dω).
So, since µt ≥ 0, we deduce that λt ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Next, we put f = ϕ and a = 1
to see that
d
dt
〈ϕ, µt〉+ λt = 1
2
∫
D
(ϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + ϕ(ω3)− ϕ(ω1)− ϕ(ω2)) (18)
×K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ(dω1)µ(dω2)µ(dω3) = 0
which is zero given that ϕ(ω) = ω + 1. Therefore,
‖µT‖+ |λT | ≤ 〈ϕ, µT 〉+ λT = 〈ϕ, µ0〉+ λ0 ≤ 1.
We can now start again from (µT , λT ) at time T to extend the solution to [0, 2T ], and so on,
to prove the proposition.
We use the following norm on MB × R:
‖(µ, λ)‖ = ‖µ‖+ |λ|.
Note the following estimates: there is a constant C = C(ϕ,B) < ∞ such that for all
µ, µ′ ∈MB and all λ, λ′ ∈ R
‖LB(µ, λ)‖ ≤ C‖(µ, λ)‖3 (19)
‖LB(µ, λ)− LB(µ′, λ′)‖ ≤ C
(
‖µ− µ′‖ (‖µ‖2 + ‖µ‖‖µ′‖+ ‖µ′‖2) (20)
+(|λ|+ |λ′|)|λ− λ′|‖µ‖+ |λ′|2‖µ− µ′‖
+|λ− λ′|‖µ‖2 + |λ′| (‖µ‖‖µ− µ′‖+ ‖µ′‖‖µ′ − µ‖)
)
Observe that we get these estimates because we are working on a bounded set B.
We turn to the iterative scheme. Set (µ0t , λ
0
t ) = (µ0, λ0) for all t and define inductively a
sequence of continuous maps
t 7→ (µnt , λnt ) : [0,∞)→MB × R
by
(µn+1t , λ
n+1
t ) = (µ0, λ0) +
∫ t
0
LB(µns , λ
n
s ) ds.
Set
fn(t) = ‖(µnt , λnt )‖
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then f0(t) = fn(0) = ‖(µ0, λ0)‖ ≤ 1 and by the estimate (19) we have that
fn+1(t) ≤ 1 + C
∫ t
0
fn(s)
3 ds.
Hence
fn(t) ≤ (1− 2Ct)−1/2 for t < (2C)−1.
This last assertion is checked by induction. Suppose that it holds for n then
fn+1(t) ≤ 1 + C
∫ t
0
(1− 2Cs)−3/2 ds = 1 + (1− 2Cs)−1/2|s=ts=0.
Therefore, for all n setting T = (4C)−1, we have
‖(µnt , λnt )‖ ≤
√
2 t ≤ T. (21)
Next set g0(t) = f0(t) and for n ≥ 1
gn(t) = ‖(µnt , λnt )− (µn−1t , λn−1t )‖.
By estimates (20) and (21), there is a constant C = C(B,ϕ) <∞ such that
gn+1(t) ≤ C
∫ t
0
gn(s) ds t ≤ T.
Hence by the usual arguments (Gronwall, Cauchy sequence), (µnt , λ
n
t ) converges in MB × R
uniformly in t ≤ T , to the desired local solution, which is also unique. Moreover, for some
constant C <∞ depending only on ϕ and B we have
‖(µt, λt)‖ ≤ C t ≤ T.
Finally, we are left to check that µt ≥ 0. For this, we need the following result:
Proposition 2.3. Let
(t, ω) 7→ ft(ω) : [0, T ]× B → R
be a bounded measurable function, having a bounded partial derivative ∂f/∂t. Then, for all
t ≤ T ,
d
dt
〈ft, µt〉 = 〈∂f/∂t, µt〉+ 〈(ft, 0), LB(µt, λt)〉.
The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the same Proposition (with different LB) in
[Nor99, Proposition 2.3].
For t ≤ T , set
θt(ω1) = exp
∫ t
0
(∫
R
2
+
∩(ω1+ω2≥ω3)
K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µs(dω2)µs(dω3) +
(
λ2s + 2λs〈ϕ, µs〉
)
ϕ(ω1)
)
ds
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and define Gt :MB →MB by
〈f,Gt(µ)〉 = 1
2
∫
D
((fθt)(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B + (fθt)(ω3))
×K(ω1, ω2, ω3)θt(ω1)−1θt(ω2)−1θt(ω3)−1
×µ(dω1)µ(dω2)µ(dω3)
Note that Gt(µ) ≥ 0 whenever µ ≥ 0 and for some C = C(ϕ,B) <∞ we have
‖Gt(µ)‖ ≤ C‖µ‖3 (22)
‖Gt(µ)−Gt(µ′)‖ ≤ C‖µ− µ′‖
(‖µ‖2 + ‖µ′‖‖µ‖+ ‖µ′‖2) . (23)
Set µ˜t = θtµt. By Proposition 2.3, for all bounded measurable function f we have
d
dt
〈f, µ˜t〉 = 〈f ∂θ
∂t
, µt〉+ 〈(fθt, 0), LB(µt, λt)〉
so, using the symmetry of ω1 and ω2 in L
B we get
d
dt
〈f, µ˜t〉 = 〈f,Gt(µ˜t)〉. (24)
Thus, the function θt is simply designed as an integrating factor, which removes the negative
terms appearing in LB.
Define inductively a new sequence of measures µ˜nt by setting µ˜
0
t = µ0 and for n ≥ 0
µ˜n+1 = µ0 +
∫ t
0
Gs(µ˜
n
s ) ds.
By an argument similar to that used for the original iterative scheme, the proof is completed:
we can show, first, and possibly for a smaller value of T > 0, but with the same dependence,
that ‖µ˜nt ‖ is bounded, uniformly in n, for t ≤ T , and then that ‖µ˜nt − µ˜t‖ → 0 as n → ∞.
Since µ˜nt ≥ 0 for all n, we deduce µ˜t ≥ 0 and hence µt ≥ 0 for all t ≤ T .
We fix now µ0 ∈M with µ0 ≥ 0 and 〈ϕ, µ0〉 <∞. For each bounded set B ⊂ [0,∞), let
µB0 = 1Bµ0, λ
B
0 =
∫
[0,∞)\B
ϕ(ω)µ0(dω) (25)
and denote by (µBt , λ
B
t )t≥0 the unique solution to (17), starting from (µ
B
0 , λ
B
0 ), provided by
Proposition 2.2. We have that for B ⊂ B′,
µBt ≤ µB
′
t , 〈ϕ, µBt 〉+ λBt = 〈ϕ, µB
′
t 〉+ λB
′
t .
The inequality will be proven in Proposition 2.4 and the equality is consequence of expression
(18) and the fact that
〈ϕ, µB0 〉+ λB0 = 〈ϕ, µB
′
0 〉+ λB
′
0
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by expression (25).
Moreover, it holds that for any local solution (νt)t<T of the 4-wave kinetic equation (5),
for all t < T ,
µBt ≤ νt, 〈ϕ, µBt 〉+ λBt ≥ 〈ϕ, νt〉. (26)
We prove the first inequality in Proposition 2.5. The second inequality is consequence of
〈ϕ, νt〉 ≤ 〈ϕ, µ0〉 ≤ 〈ϕ, µ0〉+ λB0 = 〈ϕ, µBt 〉+ λBt . (27)
We now show how these facts lead to the proof of Theorem 1.6. Set µt = limB↑[0,∞) µ
B
t
and λt = limB↑[0,∞) λ
B
t . Note that
〈ϕ, µt〉 = lim
B↑[0,∞)
〈ϕ, µBt 〉 ≤ 〈ϕ, µ0〉 <∞.
So, by dominated convergence, using that K is submultiplicative, for all bounded measurable
functions f ,∫
D
f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈BK(ω1, ω2, ω3)µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)→ 0,
and we can pass to the limit in (17) to obtain
d
dt
〈f, µt〉 = 1
2
∫
D
(f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2))
×K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µt(dω1)µt(dω2)µt(dω3)
−(λ2t + 2λt〈ϕ, µt〉)〈fϕ, µt〉.
For any local solution (νt)t<T , for all t < T ,
µt ≤ νt, 〈ϕ, µt〉+ λt ≥ 〈ϕ, νt〉.
Hence, if λt = 0 for all t < T , then (µt)t<T is a local solution and, moreover, is the only local
solution on [0, T ). If (νt)t<T is a strong local solution, then∫ t
0
〈ϕ2, µs〉 ds ≤
∫ t
0
〈ϕ2, νs〉 ds <∞
for all t < T ; this allows us to pass to the limit in (17) to obtain
d
dt
λt = (λ
2
t + 2λt〈ϕ, µt〉)〈ϕ2, µt〉 (28)
and to deduce from this equation that λt = 0 for all t < T . It follows that (νt)t<T is the only
local solution on [0, T ). For any local solution (νt)t<T ,∫ ∞
0
ω1ω≤nνt(dω) =
∫ ∞
0
ω1ω≤nν0(dω) (29)
+
1
2
∫ t
0
∫
D
{(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3≤n + ω31ω3≤n − ω11ω1≤n − ω21ω2≤n}
×K(ω1, ω2, ω3)νs(dω1)νs(dω2)νs(dω3).
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Hence, if (νt)t<T is strong we have that∫ t
0
〈ω2, νs〉 ds ≤
∫ t
0
〈ϕ2, νs〉 ds <∞.
Then, by dominated convergence, the second term on the right tends to 0 as n→∞, showing
that (νt)t<T is conservative.
Suppose now that 〈ϕ2, µ0〉 < ∞ and set T = 〈ϕ2, µ0〉−1〈ϕ, µ0〉−1. For any bounded set
B ⊂ [0,∞), we have
d
dt
〈ϕ2, µBt 〉 ≤
1
2
∫
D
{
ϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)2 + ϕ(ω3)2 − ϕ(ω1)2 − ϕ(ω2)2
}
×K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
≤
∫
D
ϕ(ω1)
2ϕ(ω2)
2ϕ(ω3)µ
B
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B
t (dω3) (30)
≤ 〈ϕ, µBt 〉〈ϕ2, µBt 〉2
≤ 〈ϕ, µ0〉〈ϕ2, µBt 〉2
where we used that
(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 + 1)2 + (ω3 + 1)2 − (ω1 + 1)2 − (ω2 + 1)2 = (ω˜1 + ω˜2 − ω˜3)2 + ω˜32 − ω˜12 − ω˜22
= 2ω˜1ω˜2 + 2ω˜3 (ω˜3 − ω˜1 − ω˜2)
≤ 2ω˜1ω˜2
with ω˜i = ωi + 1, and using that in our domain ω1 + ω2 − ω3 ≥ 0, so for t < T
〈ϕ2, µt〉 ≤ (S − 〈ϕ, µ0〉t)−1
where S = 〈ϕ2, µ0〉−1. Hence (28) holds and forces λt = 0 for t < T as above, so (µt)t<T is a
strong local solution.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose B ⊂ B′ and that (µBt , λBt )t≥0, (µB′t , λB′t )t≥0 are the solutions of
(17) for each one of these sets corresponding to the initial data given by (25). Then for all
t ≥ 0, µBt ≤ µB′t .
The proof is obtained by adapting the one in [Nor99, Proposition 2.4].
Proof. Set
θt(ω1) = exp
∫ t
0
(∫
R
2
+
∩(ω1+ω2≥ω3)
K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ
B
s (dω2)µ
B
s (dω3) + ((λ
B
s )
2 + 2λBs 〈ϕ, µBs 〉)ϕ(ω1)
)
ds.
Denote by pit = θt(µ
B′
t − µBt ). Note that pi0 ≥ 0. By Proposition 2.3, for any bounded
measurable function f ,
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ddt
〈f, pit〉 = 〈f ∂θt
∂t
, µB
′
t − µBt 〉
+〈(fθt, 0), LB′(µB′t , λB
′
t )− LB(µBt , λBt )〉
=
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B
t (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
+
(
(λBt )
2 + 2λBt 〈ϕ, µBt 〉
) ∫ ∞
0
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)(µ
B′
t (dω1)− µBt (dω1))
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×
(
1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B′µ
B′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)− 1ω1+ω2−ω3∈BµBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×
(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
−
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
−
(
(λB
′
t )
2 + 2λB
′
t 〈ϕ, µB
′
t 〉
)∫ ∞
0
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)µ
B′
t (dω1)
+
(
(λBt )
2 + 2λBt 〈ϕ, µBt 〉
) ∫ ∞
0
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)µ
B
t (dω1)
= I
+
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B
t (dω3)− µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)
)
+
((
(λBt )
2 + 2λBt 〈ϕ, µBt 〉
)− ((λB′t )2 + 2λB′t 〈ϕ, µB′t 〉)) 〈fθtϕ, µB′t 〉
where
I :=
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×
(
1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B′µ
B′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)− 1ω1+ω2−ω3∈BµBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×
(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
.
Now, squaring the equality
〈ϕ, µBt 〉+ λBt = 〈ϕ, µB
′
t 〉+ λB
′
t
we have that(
(λBt )
2 + 2λBt 〈ϕ, µBt 〉
)− (λB′t )2 − 2λB′t 〈ϕ, µB′t 〉 = 〈ϕ, µB′t 〉2 − 〈ϕ, µBt 〉2
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and therefore
d
dt
〈f, pit〉 = I
+
∫
R
3
+
\D
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)− µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B
t (dω3)
)
+
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)(ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)−K(ω1, ω2, ω3))(
µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω3)µ
B′
t (dω3)− µB
′
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B
t (dω3)
)
.
Therefore, pit satisfies an equation of the form
d
dt
pit = Ht(pit)
where Ht : MB′ → MB′ and it holds Ht(pi) ≥ 0 whenever pi ≥ 0 and where we have
estimates, for t ≤ 1,
‖Ht(pi)‖ ≤ C‖pi‖
for some constant C < ∞ depending only on ϕ and B′. Therefore, we can apply the same
sort of argument that we used for nonnegativity to see that pit ≥ 0 for all t ≤ 1, and then
for all t <∞.
Explicitly, Ht is
Ht =
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×
(
1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B′θ
−1
t (ω1)pi(dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)
+1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B′µ
B
t (dω1)θ
−1
t (ω2)pi(dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3)
+1ω1+ω2−ω3∈Bµ
B
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)θ
−1
t (ω3)pi(dω3)
)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×
(
θ−1t (ω1)pi(dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3) + θ
−1
t (ω2)pi(dω2)µ
B
t (dω1)µ
B′
t (dω2)
+θ−1t (ω3)pi(dω3)µ
B
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)
)
+
∫
R
3
+
\D
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)
×
(
µB
′
t (dω1)θ
−1
t (ω2)pi(dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3) + µ
B′
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)θ
−1
t (ω3)pi(dω3)
)
+
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)(ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)−K(ω1, ω2, ω3))
×
(
µB
′
t (dω1)θ
−1
t (ω2)pi(dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3) + µ
B′
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)θ
−1
t (ω3)pi(dω3)
)
.
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where we have used that
1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B′µ
B
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3) = 1ω1+ω2−ω3∈Bµ
B
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B′
t (dω3),
given that if ω1, ω2 < b and ω3 > b then it must hold that ω1 + ω2 − ω3 < b.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that (νt)t<T is a local solution of the 4-wave kinetic equation (5),
starting from µ0. Then, for all bounded sets B ⊂ [0,∞) and all t < T , µBt ≤ νt.
The proof is obtained by adapting the one in [Nor99, Proposition 2.5].
Proof. Set θt as in the previous Proposition and denote ν
B
t = 1Bνt and pit = θt(ν
B
t − µBt ).
By a modification of Proposition 2.3, we have, for all bounded measurable functions f ,
d
dt
〈f, pit〉 = 〈f∂θ/∂t, νBt − µBt 〉+ 〈fθt1B, Q(νt)〉 − 〈(fθt, 0), LB(µBt , λBt )〉.
Now, proceeding as before we have that
d
dt
〈f, pit〉 =
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)(ν
B
t (dω1)µ
B
t (dω2)µ
B
t (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3))
+
(
(λBt )
2 + 2λBt 〈ϕ, µBt 〉
) ∫ ∞
0
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)ν
B
t (dω1)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B
(
νt(dω1)νt(dω2)νt(dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
× (νt(dω1)νt(dω2)νBt (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3))
−
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
(
νBt (dω1)νt(dω2)νt(dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
= χt
∫ ∞
0
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)ν
B
t (dω1)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B
(
νt(dω1)νt(dω2)νt(dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
+
1
2
∫
D
(fθt)(ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
× (νt(dω1)νt(dω2)νBt (dω3)− µBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3))
+
∫
R
3
+
\D
(fθt)(ω1)ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)
(
νBt (dω1)νt(dω2)νt(dω3)− νBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3)
)
+
∫
D
(fθt)(ω1)(ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3)−K(ω1, ω2, ω3))
× (νBt (dω1)νt(dω2)νt(dω3)− νBt (dω1)µBt (dω2)µBt (dω3))
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where χt = (λ
B
t )
2 + 2λBt 〈ϕ, µBt 〉+ 〈ϕ, µBt 〉2 − 〈ϕ, νt〉2 ≥ 0.
Therefore, analogously as in the previous Proposition 2.4, we have that
d
dt
(pit) = H˜t(pit)
where H˜t :MB →MB is linear and H˜t(pi) ≥ 0 whenever pi ≥ 0. Moreover for t ≤ 1
‖H˜t(pi)‖ ≤ C‖pi‖
for some constant C <∞ depending only on ϕ and B.
3 Mean-field limit
3.1 The instantaneous coagulation-fragmentation stochastic pro-
cess
Define
D = {(ω1, ω2, ω3) ∈ R3+ |ω1 + ω2 ≥ ω3}.
We consider Xn0 a probability measure on R+ written as a sum of unit masses
Xn0 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
δωi
for ω1, . . . , ωn ∈ R+. Xn0 represents a system of n waves labelled by their dispersion
ω1, . . . , ωn.
We define a Markov process (Xnt )t≥0 of probability measures on R+. For each triple
(ωi, ωj, ωl) ∈ D of distinct particles, take an independent exponential random time Tijl,
i < j, with parameter
1
n2
K(ωi, ωj, ωl). (31)
Set Tijk = Tjik and set T = minijl Tijl. Then set
Xnt = X
n
0 for t < T
and
XnT = X
n
0 +
1
n
(δω + δωl − δωi − δωj )
with ω = ωi + ωj − ωl. Then begin the construction afresh from XnT .
We call the process (Xnt )t≥0 an instantaneous n-coagulation-fragmentation stochastic
process.
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Remark 3.1. Note that we should be careful not to pick the same particle twice as one
particle cannot interact with itself. Suppose that ωi = ωj = ωl then, the Markov Chain does
not make a jump. The same happens with ωi = ωl or ωj = ωl. Finally the case ωi = ωj
needs to be considered. For that, we define
µ(1)(A× B × C) = µ(A)µ(B)µ(C)− µ(A ∩ B)µ(C)
as the counting measure of triples of particles with different particles in the first and second
position. Also, define
µ(n)(A× B × C) = µ(A)µ(B)µ(C)− n−1µ(A ∩B)µ(C). (32)
Note that
n3µ(n) = (nµ)(1). (33)
Generator of the Markov Chain: For all F ∈ Cb:
GF (X) =
n
2
∫
D
[F (Xω1,ω2,ω3)− F (X)]K(ω1, ω2, ω3)X(n)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
where
Xω1,ω2,ω3 = X +
1
n
(δω3 + δω1+ω2−ω3 − δω1 − δω2) .
Interpretation of the stochastic process. Three different particles, say ω1, ω2, ω3
interact at a random time given by the rate (31).
The outcome of the interaction is that ω1 and ω2 merge and then, under the presence of
ω3, they split, creating a new particle ω3 and another one with the rest ω = ω1 + ω2 − ω3.
(Coagulation-fragmentation phenomena, which takes place instantaneously).
The martingale formulation. Now, for each function f ∈ Cb(R+) the Markov chain can
be expressed as
〈f,Xnt 〉 = 〈f,Xn0 〉+Mn,ft +
∫ t
0
〈f,Q(n)(Xns )〉 ds (34)
where (Mn,ft )t≥0 is a martingale. Note that using (33) we have that
〈f,Q(n)(µ)〉
=
1
2
∫
D
1
n
(f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2)) 1
n2
K(ω1, ω2, ω3)(nµ)
(1)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
=
1
2
∫
D
(f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2))K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ(n)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
from this expression it is clear why we needed to rescaled the collision frequency by n2.
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3.2 First result on mean-field limit
We will start working in the simpler case where K is bounded and see that the unbounded
case will come as a ‘modification’ of the bounded one.
3.2.1 Mean-field limit for bounded jump kernel
Uniqueness of solutions for bounded kernel
Lemma 3.2. It holds that Q given in (5) is linear in each one of its terms and the following
symmetry
〈f,Q(µ, ν, τ)〉 = 〈f,Q(ν, µ, τ)〉
but
〈f,Q(µ, ν, τ)〉 6= 〈f,Q(µ, τ, ν)〉
〈f,Q(µ, ν, τ)〉 6= 〈f,Q(τ, ν, µ)〉.
Moreover,
Q(µ, µ, µ)−Q(ν, ν, ν) = Q(µ+ ν, µ− ν, µ) +Q(µ+ ν, ν, µ− ν) +Q(µ, ν, ν − µ) (35)
Proof. The first part of the statement is immediate from the definition. The second part
will make use of this symmetry property along with the linearity in each component:
Q(µ, µ, µ)−Q(ν, ν, ν) = Q(µ, µ, µ) +Q(ν, µ, µ)−Q(µ, ν, µ) +Q(µ, ν, ν)
−Q(µ, ν, ν)−Q(ν, ν, ν)
= Q(µ+ ν, µ, µ) +Q(µ, ν, ν − µ)−Q(µ+ ν, ν, ν)
= Q(µ+ ν, µ, µ)−Q(µ+ ν, ν, µ) +Q(µ+ ν, ν, µ)−Q(µ+ ν, ν, ν)
+Q(µ, ν, ν − µ)
= Q(µ+ ν, µ− ν, µ) +Q(µ+ ν, ν, µ− ν) +Q(µ, ν, ν − µ)
Proposition 3.3 (Uniqueness of solutions). Suppose that the jump kernel in (5) is bounded
by Λ. Then for any given initial data, if there exists a solution for (5), then the solution is
unique.
Proof. Suppose that we have µt, νt ∈ P(R+) solutions to (5) with the same initial data. We
will compare these solutions in the total variation norm:
‖µt − νt||TV = sup
‖f‖∞=1
〈f, µt − νt〉 = sup
‖f‖∞=1
∫ t
0
〈f, µ˙t − ν˙t〉.
Then by expression (35) we have that
µ˙s − ν˙s = Q(µs + νs, µs − νs, µs) +Q(µs + νs, νs, µs − νs) +Q(µs, νs, νs − µs).
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Therefore, for any f ∈ Cb(R+) such that ‖f‖∞ = 1 it holds
|〈f, µ˙s − ν˙s〉| ≤ 24Λ‖µs − νs‖TV .
Finally applying Gronwall on
‖µt − νt‖TV ≤ 24Λ
∫ t
0
‖µs − νs‖TV ds
we have that the two solutions must coincide.
Remark 3.4. Existence of solutions for this case can be proven directly using a classical
argument of iterative scheme (as done previously for the unbounded case).
The following theorem is an adaptation of part of [Nor99, Theorem 4.1]. Much more
detail is provided here than in the original reference. To give the details, the author was
much guided by an unpublished report [CGM+12] that studied the homogoneous Boltzmann
equation with bounded kernels.
Theorem 3.5 (Mean-field limit for bounded jump kernel). Suppose that for a given measure
µ0 it holds that
〈ω,Xn0 〉 ≤ 〈ω, µ0〉
and that as n→∞
Xn0 → µ0 weakly
Assume that the kernel is uniformly bounded
K ≤ Λ <∞.
Then the sequence (Xn)t≥0 converges as n → ∞ in probability in D([0,∞) × P(R+)).
Its limit, (µt)t≥0 is continuous and it satisfies the isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation (5). In
particular, for all f ∈ Cb(R+)
sup
s≤t
〈f,Xnt 〉 → 〈f, µt〉,
sup
s≤t
|Mf,ns | → 0,
sup
s≤t
∫ t
0
〈f,Q(n)(Xns )〉 ds →
∫ t
0
〈f,Q(µs)〉 ds
all in probability. As a consequence, equation (5) is obtained as the limit in probability of
(34) as n→∞.
Corollary 3.6 (Existence of solutions for the weak wave kinetic equation). There exists a
solution for (5) (expressed as the limit of the Xnt ).
Proof. We have that the limit (µt)t≥0 satisfies 〈ω, µt〉 ≤ 〈ω, µ0〉 by the following
〈ω1ω≤k, µ〉 = lim
n→∞
〈ω1ω≤k, Xnt 〉
and we have that
〈ω1ω≤k, Xnt 〉 ≤ 〈ω,Xnt 〉 ≤ 〈ω, µ0〉.
So by making k →∞ we get the bound.
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3.2.2 Proof of Theorem 3.5
We want to take the limit in the martingale formulation (34). For that we will follow the
following steps in [Nor99]:
1. The martingale (Mn,f )n∈N converges uniformly in time for bounded sets to zero
sup
0≤s≤t
|Mn,fs | → 0 in probability
(Proposition 3.7).
2. Up to a subsequence (Xnt )n∈N converges weakly as n→∞ in D([0,∞)×P(R+) (Propo-
sition 3.8). This will be split in three steps:
(a) We will prove that the laws of the sequence (〈f,Xnt 〉)n∈N are tight in D([0,∞),R)
(Lemma 3.9).
(b) From this deduce that actually the laws of the sequence (Xnt )n∈N itself is tight in
P(D([0,∞)×P(R+))) (Lemma 3.10).
(c) Finally use Prokhorov theorem to prove the statement.
3. Compute the limit of the trilinear term (Proposition 3.11). For this we will need to
prove that:
(a) The limit of (Xnt )t≥0 as n → ∞ is uniformly in compact sets of the t variable
(Lemma 3.13). This will be a consequence of proving that the limit itself is
continuous (Lemma 3.12).
(b) Prove that actually in the limit we can forget about the counting measureX(n) and
consider just the product of the three measures X(dω1)X(dω2)X(dω3) (Lemma
3.14).
4. Using the uniqueness of the wave kinetic equation, we have that all the convergent
subsequences converge to the same limit. Hence the whole sequence converges; if a
tight sequence has every weakly convergent subsequence converging to the same limit,
then the whole sequence converges weakly to that limit ([Bil13]).
5. We have that the weak limit of (Xnt )n∈N satisfies the kinetic wave equation (5) so it is
deterministic. Therefore, we actually have convergence in probability.
6. Finally, as an application of the functional monotone class theorem we can extend this
result to functions f ∈ B(R+).
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Step 1: control on the martingale
Proposition 3.7 (Martingale convergence). For any f ∈ Cb(R+), t ≥ 0
sup
0≤s≤t
|Mn,fs | → 0 in L2(R)
in particular, it also converges in probability.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. We use Proposition 8.7 in [DN+08] that ensures that
E
[
sup
s≤T
|Mn,fs |2
]
≤ 4E
∫ T
0
αn,f(µs)ds
as long as the right hand side is finite, where
αn,f(µs) =
1
2
∫
D
(
1
n
(f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2))
)2
(36)
× 1
n2
K(ω1, ω2, ω3)(nµs)
(1)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
(this statement is consequence of Doob’s L2 inequality). Therefore, using (33) we have that
E
[
sup
s≤t
|Mn,fs |2
]
≤ 1
n
32‖f‖2∞Λ2t. (37)
This implies the convergence of the supremum towards 0 in L2 which implies also the con-
vergence in probability.
Step 2: convergence for the measures
Proposition 3.8 (Weak convergence for the measures). There exists a weakly convergent
subsequence (Xnkt )k∈N in D([0,∞)×P(R+)) as k →∞.
Lemma 3.9. The sequence of laws of (〈f,Xnt 〉)n∈N on D([0,∞),R) is tight.
Lemma 3.10. The laws of the sequence (Xnt )n∈N on D([0,∞)×P(R+)) is tight.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. By Lemma 3.10 we know that the laws of the sequence (Xnt )n∈N
are tight. This implies relative compactness for the sequence by Prokhorov’s theorem.
Proof of Lemma 3.9. We use Theorem 4.7. To prove the first part (i) of the Theorem we
use that
|〈f,Xnt 〉| =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
f(ωi,nt )
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1n
n∑
i=1
|f(ωi,nt )| ≤ ‖f‖∞
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so for all t ≥ 0, 〈f,Xnt 〉 ∈ [−‖f‖∞, ‖f‖∞].
The second condition (ii) of the theorem will be consequence of the following inequalities:
E
[
sup
r∈[s,t)
|Mn,fr −Mn,fs |2
]
≤ 1
n
32‖f‖2∞Λ2(t− s) (38)
and
E
[
sup
r∈[s,t)
(∫ r
s
〈f,Q(n)(Xnp )〉 dp
)2]
≤ 16‖f‖2∞Λ2(t− s)2. (39)
which imply that
E
[
sup
r∈[s,t)
|〈f,Xnr −Xns 〉|2
]
≤ A
(
(t− s)2 + (t− s)
n
)
(40)
for some A > 0 depending only on ‖f‖∞ and Λ.
First we use Markov’s and Jensen’s inequalities to get
P(w′(〈f,Xn〉, δ, T ) ≥ η) ≤ E[w
′(〈f,Xn〉, δ, T )]
η
≤ (E[w
′(〈f,Xn〉, δ, T )2])1/2
η
.
(w′ is defined in Theorem 4.7). Now, for a given partition {ti}ni=1,
sup
r1,r2∈[ti−1,ti)
|〈f,Xnr1 −Xnr2〉| ≤ 2 sup
r∈[ti−1,ti)
|〈f,Xnr −Xnti−1〉|.
Denote by i∗ the point where the maximum on the right hand side is attained (the number
of points in each partition is always finite). Now we want to consider a partition such that
maxi|ti − ti−1| = δ + ε for some ε > 0 so
w′(〈f,Xn〉, δ, T ) ≤ 2 sup
r∈[ti∗−1,ti∗−1+δ+ε)
|〈f,Xnr −Xnti∗−1〉| a.s..
Therefore we are just left to check that
E
[
sup
r∈[s,s+δ+ε)
|〈f,Xnr −Xns 〉|2
]
≤ η
4
2
which is fulfilled thanks to the bound (40) by taking, for example,
δ =
√
1 +
η4
2A
− 1− ε
for ε small enough.
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Proof of Lemma 3.10. We will use Theorem 4.6 to prove this. To check condition (i), we
consider the compact set W ∈ P(R+) (compact with respect to the topology induced by the
weak convergence of measures) defined as
W :=
{
τ ∈ P(R+) :
∫
R+
ω τ(dω) ≤ C
}
.
Consider (Ln)n∈N the family of probability measures in P(D([0,∞);W )) which are the laws
of (Xn)n∈N . We have that
Ln(D([0,∞);W ) = 1 for all n ∈ N
by the conservation of the total energy and its boundedness (assumption (B1)):∫
R+
ωXnt (dω) =
1
n
n∑
i=0
ωn,it =
1
n
n∑
i=0
ωn,i0 =
∫
R+
ωµn0(dω) ≤ C a.s..
Now, to check condition (ii) we will use the family of continuous functions in P(R+)
defined as
F = {F : P(R+)→ R : F (τ) = 〈f, τ〉 for some f ∈ Cb(R+)}.
This family is closed under addition since Cb(R+) is, it is continuous in P(R+), and separates
points in P(R+): if F (τ) = F (τ¯) for all F ∈ F then∫
R+
f(k)d(τ − τ¯ )(k) = 0 ∀f ∈ Cb(R+)
hence τ ≡ τ¯ .
So we are left with proving that for every f ∈ Cb(R+) the sequence {〈f,Xn〉}n∈N is tight.
This was proven in Lemma 3.9.
Step 3: convergence for the trilinear term
Proposition 3.11 (Convergence for the trilinear term). It holds that∫ t
0
〈f,Q(n)(Xnks )〉 ds→
∫ t
0
〈f,Q(µs, µs, µs)〉 ds weakly.
Lemma 3.12 (Continuity of the limit). The weak limit of (Xnkt )t≥0 as k →∞ is continuous
in time a.e..
Lemma 3.13 (Uniform convergence). For all f ∈ Cb(R+), it holds
sup
s≤t
|〈f,Xnks − µs〉| → 0 weakly
as k →∞.
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Lemma 3.14. It holds that
sup
s≤t
|〈f,Q(n)(Xnks )−Q(µs)〉| → 0 weakly
as k →∞.
Proof of Proposition 3.11. By Lemma 3.14 we can pass the limit inside the integral in time.
Proof of Lemma 3.12. We have that for any f ∈ Cb(R+)
|〈f,Xnkt 〉 − 〈f,Xnkt− 〉| ≤
4
nk
‖f‖∞
applying Theorem 4.8 we get that 〈f, µt〉 is continuous for any f ∈ Cb(R+) and this implies
the continuity of (µt)t≥0.
Proof of Lemma 3.13. We know by Lemma 3.12 that the limit of (Xnk)k∈N is continuous.
The statement is consequence of the continuity mapping theorem in the Skorokhod space
(proven using the Skorokhod representation theorem 4.5) and the fact that g(X)(t) =
sups≤t |X| is a continuous function in this space.
Proof of Lemma 3.14. We abuse notation and denote by (Xnt )n∈N the convergent subse-
quence. We split the proof in two parts, we will prove for all f ∈ Cb(R+):
(i) sups≤t |〈f,
(
Q−Q(n)) (Xns )〉| → 0 as n→∞,
(ii) sups≤t |〈f,Q (Xns )−Q (µs)〉| → 0 as n→∞.
(i) is consequence of
|〈f, (Q−Q(n)) (Xns )〉| = 12 1n
∫
2ω2≥ω3
(f(2ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− 2f(ω2))
×K(ω2, ω2, ω3)Xns (dω2)Xns (dω3)
≤ 2
n
‖f‖∞Λ. (41)
Now, for (ii) we compute we have that
sup
s≤t
|〈f,Q(Xns )−Q(µs)〉| ≤
1
2
∫
D
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) |f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2)|
× sup
s≤t
|Xns (dω1)Xns (dω2)Xns (dω3)− µs(dω1)µs(dω2)µs(dω3)|
(42)
We conclude (ii) with an argument analogous to Lemma 3.13 and the fact that
Xnt ⊗Xnt ⊗Xnt → µt ⊗ µt ⊗ µt
weakly (consequence of Le´vy’s continuity theorem).
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3.2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.7 (unbounded kernel)
Remark 3.15. The proof that we already wrote in the case of bounded kernels works here
in most parts substituting Λ by M where∫
R+
ωXn(dω) ≤M = 〈ω, µ0〉.
The only places where we need to be careful are Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14.
Lemma 3.16 (Convergence of a subsequence). There exists a subsequence (Xnkt )k∈N that
converges weakly in D([0,∞)× P(R+)) as k →∞.
Proof. The proof is exactly the one as in Section 3.2.2 and Proposition 3.8 using the bound
on the jump kernel K, for example in the proof of Lemma 3.9, in the bounds of expressions
(38) and (39), the value of Λ will be substituted by M3.
Lemma 3.17. For any f ∈ Cb(R+), t ≥ 0 it holds that
E
[
sup
s≤t
|Mn,fs |2
]
≤ 1
n
32‖f‖2∞M6t.
Proof. The proof is the same one as in Proposition 3.7 using the bound on the jump kernel
K.
Lemma 3.18. It holds that for any t ≥ 0
sup
s≤t
|〈f,Q(n)(Xns )−Q(µs)〉| → 0 weakly
for f continuous and of compact support.
Proof. Here everything works as in Section 3.2.2, but we need to find the bounds (41) and
(42). We use a similar approach as in [Nor99].
Firstly, we will prove an analogous bound to (42).
Fix ε > 0 and define p(ε) = ε−1/γ . Then for ω ≥ p(ε) it holds
ϕ˜(ω)
ω
≤ ε.
Now choose κ ∈ (0, γ/[2(1 − γ)]). We split the domain into F p1 := {(ω1, ω2, ω3) : ω1 ≤
pκ(ε), ω2 ≤ pκ(ε), ω3 ≤ pκ(ε)} and F p2 its complementary. In F p1 the kernel is bounded and
we have, with obvious notations,
sup
s≤t
|〈f,Q1(Xns )−Q1(µs)〉| → 0 weakly.
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On the other hand, in F p2 , at least one of the components is greater than p
κ(ε). Assume,
without loss of generality that ω3 ≥ pκ(ε). Then
|〈f,Q2(Xnt )〉| =
∣∣∣∣
∫
D
{f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2)}K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×Xnt (dω1)Xnt (dω2)Xnt (dω3)
∣∣∣∣
≤ 4‖f‖∞
∫
D
ϕ˜(ω1)ϕ˜(ω2)ϕ˜(ω3)X
n
t (dω1)X
n
t (dω2)X
n
t (dω3)
≤ 4‖f‖∞max
{
(pκ(ε))2(1−γ) ε〈ω, µ0〉, (pκ(ε))1−γ ε2〈ω, µ0〉2, ε3〈ω, µ0〉3
}
≤ cεη for η = 1− 2κ(1− γ)/γ > 0.
and analogously
|〈f,Q2(µt)〉| ≤ cεη.
This implies that
lim sup
n→∞
sup
s≤t
|〈f,Q2(Xns )−Q2(µs)〉| ≤ 2cεη
but ε is arbitrary so the limit is proved.
We are left with proving an analogous estimate to (41), which is obtained straightfor-
wardly since we restrict ourselves to continuous functions of compact support.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Thanks to the previous Lemmas we know that there exists convergent
subsequence Xnkt → µt weakly as k →∞ such that
〈f, µt〉 = 〈f, µ0〉+
∫ t
0
〈f,Q(µs)〉ds
for any f is continuous of compact support. Now using the bounds on the jump kernel and
that 〈ω, µt〉 ≤ 〈ω, µ0〉 and a limit argument, we can extend this equation to all bounded
measurable functions f .
3.3 Second result on mean-field limit
3.3.1 A coupling auxiliary process
Write
Xn0 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
δωi,
for ωi ∈ R+. Define for B ⊂ R+ bounded
XB,n0 =
1
n
n∑
i :ωi∈B
δωi .
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Consider ΛB,n0 such that for each B
′ ⊂ R+ bounded such that B ⊂ B′ it holds
XB,n0 ≤ XB
′,n
0 , 〈ϕ,XB,n0 〉+ ΛB,n0 = 〈ϕ,XB
′,n
0 〉+ ΛB
′,n
0 . (43)
Set
νB = (ΛB,n0 )
2 + 2ΛB,n0 〈ϕ,XB,n0 〉 −
1
n2
∑
k,j :ωj /∈B or ωk /∈B
ϕ(ωj)ϕ(ωk).
Note that νB decreases as B increases and ν [0,∞) = (ΛB,n0 )
2 + 2ΛB,n0 〈ϕ,XB,n0 〉 ≥ 0.
For i < j take independent exponential random variables Tijk of parameterK(ωi, ωj, ωk)/n
2.
Set Tijk = Tjik. Also, for i 6= j, take independent exponential random variables Sijk of param-
eter (ϕ(ωi)ϕ(ωj)ϕ(ωk)−K(ωi, ωj, ωk)) /n2 (in all these cases we assume that ωi +ωj ≥ ωk).
We can construct, independently for each i, a family of independent exponential random
variables SBi , increasing in B, with S
B
i having parameter ϕ(ωi)ν
B.
Set
TBi = min
k,j :ωj /∈B or ωk /∈B
(Tijk ∧ Sijk) ∧ SBi ,
TBi is an exponential random variable of parameter
1
n2
∑
k,j :ωj /∈B or ωk /∈B
ϕ(ωi)ϕ(ωj)ϕ(ωk) + ϕ(ωi)ν
B = ϕ(ωi)
(
(ΛB,n0 )
2 + 2ΛB,n0 〈ϕ,XB,n0 〉
)
.
For each B, the random variables
(Tijk, T
B
i : i, j, k such that ωi, ωj, ωk ∈ B, i < j)
form an independent family. Suppose that i is such that ωi ∈ B and that j is such that
ωj /∈ B or k is such that ωk /∈ B, then we have
TBi ≤ Tijk
and for B ⊂ B′ and all i, we have (as a consequence of (43))
TBi ≤ TB
′
i .
Now set
T =
(
min
i<j,k
Tijk
)
∧
(
min
i
TBi
)
.
We set (XB,nt ,Λ
B,n
t ) = (X
B,n
0 ,Λ
B,n
0 ) for t < T and set
(XB,nT ,Λ
B,n
T ) =


(XB,n0 − 1nδωi − 1nδωj + 1nδωk + 1nδωi+ωj−ωk ,ΛB,n0 )
if T = Tijk, ωi, ωj, ωk, ωi + ωj − ωk ∈ B,
(XB,n0 − 1nδωi − 1nδωj + 1nδωk ,ΛB,n0 + 1nϕ(ωi + ωj − ωk))
if T = Tijk, ωi, ωj, ωk ∈ B, ωi + ωj − ωk /∈ B,
(XB,n0 − 1nδωi,ΛB,n0 + 1nϕ(ωi)), if T = TBi , ωi ∈ B,
(XB,n0 ,Λ
B,n
0 ), otherwise
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One can check that XB,nT is supported on B and for B ⊂ B′
XB,nT ≤ XB
′,n
T , 〈ϕ,XB,nT 〉+ ΛBT = 〈ϕ,XB
′,n
T 〉+ ΛB
′
T . (44)
We repeat the above construction independently from time T , again and again to obtain a
family of Markov processes (XB,nt ,Λ
B,n
t )t≥0 such that (44) holds for all time.
Remark 3.19. Notice that ΛB,n0 and X
B,n
0 in the definition of ν
B must be updated to ΛB,nT
and XB,nT in the new step.
For a bounded set B ⊂ [0,∞), we will consider
XB,n0 = 1BX
n
0 , Λ
B,n
0 = 〈ϕ1Bc , Xn0 〉.
Markov Chain generator For all F ∈ Cb(MB), µ ∈MB we have
GF (µ, λ) = n
2
∫
D
{F (µω1,ω2,ω3, λ)− F (µ, λ)}1ω1+ω2−ω3∈BK(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ(n)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
+
n
2
∫
D
{
F
(
µˆω1,ω2,ω3, λω1+ω2−ω3
)− F (µ, λ)}1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈BK(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ(n)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
+ n
∫
R+
{F (µω, λω)− F (µ, λ)} (λ2 + 2λ〈ϕ, µ〉)ϕ(ω)µ(dω)
where
µω1,ω2,ω3 = µ+
1
n
(δω3 + δω1+ω2−ω3 − δω1 − δω2) ;
µˆω1,ω2,ω3 = µ+
1
n
(δω3 − δω1 − δω2) ;
λω1+ω2−ω3 = λ+
1
n
ϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3);
λω = λ+
1
n
ϕ(ω);
µω = µ− 1
n
δω
Associated martingale. Remember the definition
µ(n)(A× B × C) = µ(A)µ(B)µ(C)− n−1µ(A ∩ B)µ(C)
which has the property n3µ(n) = (nµ)(1). Define for any bounded measurable function f on
R+ and a ∈ R:
LB,(n)(µ, λ)(f, a) = 〈(f, a), LB,(n)(µ, λ)〉
=
1
2
∫
R
3
+
(
f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B + aϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈B
+f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2)
)
K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ
(n)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
+
(
λ2 + 2λ〈ϕ, µ〉)∫
R+
(aϕ(ω)− f(ω))ϕ(ω)µ(dω)
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and
PB,(n)(µ, λ)(f, a) =
1
2n
∫
D
(
f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B + aϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈B
+f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2)
)2
K(ω1, ω2, ω3)µ
(n)(dω1, dω2, dω3)
+
(
λ2 + 2λ〈ϕ, µ〉)∫
R+
(aϕ(ω)− f(ω))2 ϕ(ω)µ(dω).
Then, for all f and a
Mnt = 〈f,XB,nt 〉+ aΛB,nt − 〈f,XB,n0 〉 − aΛB,n0 −
∫ t
0
LB,(n)(XB,ns ,Λ
B,n
s )(f, a) ds
is a martingale with previsible increasing process
〈M〉t =
∫ t
0
PB,(n)(XB,ns ,Λ
B,n
s )(f, a) ds.
3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.8
Remember the metric d in Mf defined around expression (11).
Proposition 3.20. Let B ⊂ [0,∞) be bounded and µ0 be measure on R+ such that 〈ϕ, µ0〉 <
∞ and that
µ∗n0 (∂B) = 0 for all n ≥ 1.
Assume that for ϕ(ω) = ω + 1 it holds
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) ≤ ϕ(ω1)ϕ(ω2)ϕ(ω3).
Consider (µBt , λ
B
t )t≥0 the solution to (17) given by Proposition 2.2. Suppose that
d(XB,n0 , µ
B
0 )→ 0, |ΛB,n0 − λB0 | → 0
as n→∞. Then for all t ≥ 0,
sup
s≤t
d(XB,ns , µ
B
s )→ 0, sup
s≤t
|ΛB,ns − λBs | → 0
in probability.
Proof of Proposition 3.20. Set M = supn〈ϕ,XB,n0 〉 < ∞. For all B and all continuous
bounded functions f and all a ∈ R
Mnt = 〈f,XB,nt 〉+ aΛB,nt − 〈f,XB,n0 〉 − aΛB,n0 (45)
−
∫ t
0
LB,(n)(XB,ns ,Λ
B,n
s )(f, a) ds
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is a martingale with previsible increasing process
〈Mn〉t =
∫ t
0
PB,(n)(XB,ns ,Λ
B,n
s )(f, a) ds,
(which is the analogous expression to (36)).
There is a constant C <∞, depending only on B,Λ, ϕ, such that
|LB(XB,nt ,ΛB,nt )(f, a)| ≤ C(‖f‖∞ + |a|) (46)
|(LB − LB,(n))(XB,nt ,ΛB,nt )(f, a)| ≤ Cn−1(‖f‖∞ + |a|), (47)
|PB,(n)(XB,nt ,ΛB,nt )(f, a)| ≤ Cn−1(‖f‖∞ + |a|)2, (48)
where LB is defined in expression (17).
Hence by the same argument as in Theorem 3.5, the laws of the sequence (XB,n,ΛB,n)
are tight in D([0,∞),MB ×R) (inequality (48) is the analogous to (36); the inequality (46)
is analogous to (39)).
Similarly, the laws of the sequence (XB,n,ΛB,n, In, Jn) are tight in D([0,∞),MB × R ×
MB×B×B ×MB×B×B), where
Int (dω1, dω2, dω3) = K(ω1, ω2, ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈BX
B,n
t (dω1)X
B,n
t (dω2)X
B,n
t (dω3),
Jnt (dω1, dω2, dω3) = K(ω1, ω2, ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈BX
B,n
t (dω1)X
B,n
t (dω2)X
B,n
t (dω3).
Let (X,Λ, I, J) some weak limit point of the sequence. Passing to a subsequence and
using the Skorokhod representation theorem 4.5, we can consider that the sequence con-
verges almost surely, i.e., as a pointwise limit in D([0,∞),MB×R×MB×B×B×MB×B×B).
Therefore, there exist bounded measurable functions
I, J : [0,∞)× B × B × B → [0,∞)
symmetric in the first two components, such that
It(dω1, dω2, dω3) = I(t, ω1, ω2, ω3)Xt(dω1)Xt(dω2)Xt(dω3)
Jt(dω1, dω2, dω3) = J(t, ω1, ω2, ω3)Xt(dω1)Xt(dω2)Xt(dω3)
in MB×B×B and such that
I(t, ω1, ω2, ω3) = K(ω1, ω2, ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B
J(t, ω1, ω2, ω3) = K(ω1, ω2, ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈B
whenever ω1 + ω2 − ω3 /∈ ∂B (notice that we assumed K to be continuous).
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Now, passing to the limit in (45) we obtain, for all continuous functions f and all a ∈ R,
for all t ≥ 0, almost surely
〈(f, a), (Xt,Λt)〉 = 〈(f, a), (X0,Λ0)〉
+
1
2
∫ t
0
∫
R
3
+
(
f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2)
)
×I(s, ω1, ω2, ω3)Xs(dω1)Xs(dω2)Xs(dω3) ds
+
1
2
∫ t
0
∫
R
3
+
(aϕ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + f(ω3)− f(ω1)− f(ω2))
×J(s, ω1, ω2, ω3)Xs(dω1)Xs(dω2)Xs(dω3) ds
+
∫ t
0
(
Λ2s + 2Λs〈ϕ,Xs〉
) ∫
R+
(aϕ(ω)− f(ω))ϕ(ω)Xs(dω) ds.
Consider now an analogous iterative scheme to the one done in Proposition 2.2 for this
equation. Denote by (νnt )n∈N the sequence approximating (Xt)t≥0. We deduce that
ν0t = µ0, ν
n+1
t ≪ µ0 +
∫ t
0
(νns + ν
n
s ∗ νns ∗ νˆns ) ds
for νˆ(A) = ν(−A) and for all n ≥ 0, (notice that we have extended the measures in the
previous expression to the whole R by taking value 0 in subsets of (−∞, 0))1.
By induction we have that
νnt ≪ γ0 =
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
l=0
ν∗k0 ∗ νˆ∗l0 .
This implies in our case (taking n → ∞) that Xt ⊗ Xt ⊗ Xt is absolutely continuous with
respect to γ⊗30 for all t ≥ 0, almost surely. For G = {(ω1, ω2, ω3) |ω1 + ω2 − ω3 ∈ ∂B}, we
have that γ⊗30 (G) = 0 because of the assumptions on µ0 and that γ
⊗3
0 (G) = (γ0 ∗ γ0 ∗ γˆ0)(G).
Therefore we can replace I(t, ω1, ω2, ω3) by K(ω1, ω2, ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3∈B and J(t, ω1, ω2, ω3)
by K(ω1, ω2, ω3)1ω1+ω2−ω3 /∈B. Since the equation obtained after this substitution is the same
as (17) and (µBt , λ
B
t ) is its unique solution, we conclude that the unique weak limit point of
(XB,n,ΛB,n) in D([0,∞),MB × R) is precisely (µBt , λBt )t≥0.
The proof of Theorem 1.8 is exactly the same one as in [Nor99, Theorem 4.4] and we
copy it here just for the sake of completeness.
1
〈f, ν ∗ ν ∗ νˆ〉 =
∫
R3
f(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)ν(dω1)ν(dω2)ν(dω3)
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Proof of Theorem 1.8, from [Nor99]. Fix δ > 0 and t < T . Since (µt)t<T is strong, we can
find a compact set B satisfying µ∗n0 (∂B) = 0(
2) for all n ≥ 1 and such that λBt < δ/2. Now
d(ϕXn0 , ϕµ0)→ 0,
so
d(XB,n0 , µ
B
0 )→ 0, |ΛB,n0 − λB0 | → 0.
Hence, by Proposition 3.20,
sup
s≤t
d(XB,ns , µ
B
s )→ 0, sup
s≤t
|ΛB,ns − λBs | → 0,
in probability as n → ∞. Since {µBs : s ≤ t} is compact (the support of µs is contained in
B)(3), we also have
sup
s≤t
d(ϕXB,ns , ϕµ
B
s )→ 0
in probability as n → ∞. By (26) and by the bounds on the instantaneous coagulation-
fragmentation particle system (44), we have that for s ≤ t
‖ϕ(µs − µBs )‖ = 〈ϕ, µs − µBs 〉 ≤ λBs ≤ λBt < δ/2
‖ϕ(Xns −XB,ns )‖ = 〈ϕ,Xns −XB,ns 〉 ≤ ΛB,ns ≤ ΛB,nt
≤ λBt + |ΛB,nt − λBt |
≤ δ/2 + |ΛB,nt − λBt |.
Now (remember the properties of the metric d defined in (11))
d(ϕXns , ϕµs) ≤ ‖ϕ(Xns −XB,ns )‖+ d(ϕXB,ns , ϕµBs ) + ‖ϕ(µs − µBs )‖
≤ δ + d(ϕXB,ns , ϕµBs ) + |ΛB,nt − λBt |,
so
P
(
sup
s≤t
d(ϕXns , ϕµs) > δ
)
→ 0
as n→∞, as required.
2The reason for this being true is that, for any given µ0, µ
∗n
0 (∂B) = 0 for all n ≥ 1 holds for all but
countably many closed intervals in R+.
3Remember the definition of the metric d given in (11). Since d(XB,ns , µ
B
s ) → 0, we have that for all f
bounded continuous function on R+∫
fϕ(XB,ns − µBs ) =
∫
fϕ1B(X
B,n
s − µBs )→ 0
since ϕ restricted to B is also bounded and continuous.
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4 Appendix: Some properties of the Skorokhod space
Theorem 4.1 (Prohorov’s theorem ([EK09]), Chapter 3). Let (S, d) be complete and sepa-
rable, and let M∈ P(S). Then the following are equivalent:
1. M is tight.
2. For each ε > 0, there exists a compact K ∈ S such that
inf
P∈M
P (Kε) ≥ 1− ε
where Kε := {x ∈ S : infy∈K d(x, y) < ε}.
3. M is relatively compact.
Let (E, r) be a metric space. The space D([0,∞);E) of cadlag functions taking values in
E is widely used in stochastic processes. In general we would like to study the convergence
of measures on this space, however, most of the tools known for convergence of measures are
for measures in P(S) for S a complete separable metric space. Therefore, it would be very
useful to find a topology in D([0,∞)× E) such that it is a complete and separable metric
space. This can be done when E is also complete and separable; and the metric considered is
the Skorokhod one. This is why in this case the space of ca`dla`g functions is called Skorohod
space.
Some important properties of this space are the following:
Proposition 4.2 ([EK09], Chapter 3). If x ∈ D([0,∞);E), then x has at most countably
many points of discontinuity.
Theorem 4.3 ([EK09], Chapter 3). If E is separable, then D([0,∞);E) is separable. If
(E, r) is complete, then (D([0,∞);E), d) is complete, where d is the Skorokhod metric.
Theorem 4.4. The Skorokhod space is a complete separable metric space.
Theorem 4.5 (The almost sure Skorokhod representation theorem, [EK09], Theorem 1.8,
Chapter 3). Let (S, d) be a separable metric space. Suppose Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . and P in P(S)
satisfy limn→∞ ρ(Pn, P ) = 0 where ρ is the metric in P(S). Then there exists a probability
space (Ω,F , ν) on which are defined S- valued random variable Xn, n = 1, 2, . . . and X with
distributions Pn, n = 1, 2, . . . and P , respectively such that limn→∞Xn = X almost surely.
Theorem 4.6 (Tightness criteria for measures on the Skorokhod space, [Jak86] Theorem
3.1). Let (S, T ) be a completely regular topological space with metrisable compact sets. Let G
be a family of continuous functions on S. Suppose that G separates points in S and that it
is closed under addition. Then a family {Ln}n∈N of probability measures in P(D([0,∞);S)
is tight iff the two following conditions hold:
(i) For each ε > 0 there is a compact set Kε ⊂ S such that
Ln(D([0,∞);Kε)) > 1− ε, n ∈ N .
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(ii) The family {Ln}n∈N is G-weakly tight.
Theorem 4.7 (Criteria for tightness in Skorokhod spaces ([EK09], Corollary 7.4, Chapter
3)). Let (E, r) be a complete and separable metric space, and let {Xn} be a family of processes
with sample paths in D([0,∞);E). Then {Xn} is relatively compact iff the two following
conditions hold:
(i) For every η > 0 and rational t ≥ 0, there exists a compact set Λη,t ⊂ E such that
lim inf
n→∞
P{Xn(t) ∈ Ληη,t} ≥ 1− η.
(ii) For every η > 0 and T > 0, there exits δ > 0 such that
lim sup
n→∞
P{w′(Xn, δ, T ) ≥ η} ≤ η.
where we have used the modulus of continuity w′ defined as follows: for x ∈ D([0,∞)×
E), δ > 0, and T > 0:
w′(x, δ, T ) = inf
{ti}
max
i
sup
s,t∈[ti−1,ti)
r(x(s), x(t)),
where {ti} ranges over all partitions of the form 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tn−1 < T ≤ tn with
min1≤i≤n(ti − ti−1) > δ and n ≥ 1
Theorem 4.8 (Continuity criteria for the limit in Skorokhod spaces ([EK09], Theorem 10.2,
Chapter 3)). Let (E, r) be a metric space. Let Xn, n = 1, 2, . . . , and X be processes with
sample paths in D([0,∞);E) and suppose that Xn converges in distribution to X. Then X
is a.s. continuous if and only if J(Xn) converges to zero in distribution, where
J(x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−u[J(x, u) ∧ 1] du
for
J(x, u) = sup
0≤t≤u
r(x(t), x(t−)).
5 Appendix: Formal derivation of the weak isotropic
4-wave kinetic equation
Suppose that n(k) = n(k) is a radial function (isotropic).
The waveaction in the isotropic case can be written as
W =
∫
R
N
n(k)dk =
∫
R+×SN−1
n(k)kN−1dkds =
|SN−1|
α
∫ ∞
0
n(ω)ω
N−α
α dω,
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where SN−1 is the N − 1 dimensional sphere. From this expression, one can denote the
angle-averaged frequency spectrum µ = µ(dω) as
µ(dω) :=
|SN−1|
α
ω
N−α
α n(ω)dω.
The total number of waves (waveaction) and the total energy are respectively
W =
∫ ∞
0
µ(dω)
E =
∫ ∞
0
ωµ(dω).
The isotropic version of the weak 4-wave kinetic equation can be written as
µt = µ0 +
∫ t
0
Q(µs, µs, µs) ds (49)
where Q is defined against test functions g ∈ S(R+) as
〈g,Q(µ, µ, µ)〉 = 1
2
∫
D
µ(dω1)µ(dω2)µ(dω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3) (50)
×[g(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + g(ω3)− g(ω2)− g(ω1)]
where D := {R3+ ∩ (ω1 + ω2 ≥ ω3)} and
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) =
8pi
α|SN−1|4 (ω1 + ω2 − ω3)
N−α
α (51)∫
(SN−1)4
ds1ds2ds3dsT
2
(ω
1/α
1 s1, ω
1/α
2 s2, ω
1/α
3 s3, (ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1/αs)
×δ(ω1/α1 s1 + ω1/α2 s2 − ω1/α3 s3 − (ω1 + ω2 − ω3)1/αs)
Next we explain the formal derivation of the weak isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation (5).
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We have that∫
(0,∞)
∂tµ(ω)dω =
∫
R
N
∂tn(k)dk
= 4pi
∫
Ω4×S4
T
2
(k1s1, k2s2, k3s3, ks)
×δ(k1s1 + k2s2 − k3s3 − ks)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω)
×(n1n2n3 + n1n2n− n1n3n− n2n3n)(kk1k2k3)N−1dkds
=
4pi
α|SN−1|4
∫
R
4
+
×S4
dω0123ds0123T
2(ω
1/α
1 s1, ω
1/α
2 s2, ω
1/α
3 s3, ω
1/αs)
×δ(ω1/α1 s1 + ω1/α2 s2 − ω1/α3 s3 − ω1/αs)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω)
×(µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω3)ωN−αα + µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
3
−µ(ω1)µ(ω3)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
2 − µ(ω2)µ(ω3)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
1 )
=
∫
R
4
+
dω0123F (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω)
×(µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω3)ωN−αα + µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
3
−µ(ω1)µ(ω3)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
2 − µ(ω2)µ(ω3)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
1 )
for Si = (SN−1)i, dω0123 = dωdω1dω2dω3, ds0123 = ds1ds2ds3ds, and
F (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω) =
4pi
α|SN−1|4
∫
S4
ds0123T
2
(ω
1/α
1 s1, ω
1/α
2 s2, ω
1/α
3 s3, ω
1/αs)
×δ(ω1/α1 s1 + ω1/α2 s2 − ω1/α3 s3 − ω1/αs).
Hence, µω satisfies
∂tµ(ω) =
∫
R
3
+
dω123F (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω) (52)
×(µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω3)ωN−αα + µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
3 (53)
−µ(ω1)µ(ω3)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
2 − µ(ω2)µ(ω3)µ(ω)ω
N−α
α
1 )
Its weak formulation
µt = µ
in +
∫
Ω3
Q(µs, µs, µs) ds
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is defined against functions g ∈ S(R+) as
〈g,Q(µ, µ, µ)〉 =
∫
R
4
+
dω0123µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω3)ω
N−α
α
×[F1230δ(ω1230)g(ω) + F1203δ(ω1203)g(ω3)
−F1032δ(ω1032)g(ω2)− F0231δ(ω0231)g(ω1)]
=
∫
R
4
+
dω0123µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω3)ω
N−α
α F1230δ(ω
12
30)
×[g(ω) + g(ω3)− g(ω2)− g(ω1)]
=
1
2
∫
D
dω123µ(ω1)µ(ω2)µ(ω3)K(ω1, ω2, ω3)
×[g(ω1 + ω2 − ω3) + g(ω3)− g(ω2)− g(ω1)] (54)
To conclude we assumed that T is symmetric in all its variables. We used that changing
labels we get that
dω123F1230δ(ω
12
30)g(ω) + F1203δ(ω
12
03)g(ω3)− F1032δ(ω1032)g(ω2)− F0231δ(ω0231)g(ω1)
= dω123F1230δ(ω
12
30)g(ω) + F1203δ(ω
12
03)g(ω3)− F3012δ(ω3012)g(ω2)− F0321δ(ω0321)g(ω1)
and the properties of the function F to factorise it. We used the notation δ(ωijlp) = δ(ωi +
ωj − ωl − ωp) and
K(ω1, ω2, ω3) := 2(ω1 + ω2 − ω3)N−αα F (ω1, ω2, ω3, ω1 + ω2 − ω3).
For the last line we used the sifting property of the delta distribution i.e.∫ b
a
f(t)δ(t− d) dt =
{
f(d) for d ∈ [a, b]
0 otherwise
. (55)
Remark 5.1. In reference [ZLF92, Section 3.1.3], the authors state that even in isotropic
medium, the interaction coefficient T in the 4-wave case cannot be considered to be isotropic
too. In the 3-wave case it is possible, but not for the 4-wave. We can rewrite
|T (k1,k2,k3,k)|2 = T 20k2βf2
(
k1
k
,
k2
k
,
k3
k
)
(56)
for some dimensionless constant T 0 and some dimensionless function f2.
6 Conclusions
In this work we have dealt with the weak isotropic 4-wave kinetic equation with simplified
kernels. When the kernels are at most linear we have given conditions for the local existence
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and uniqueness of solutions. We have also derived the equation as a mean-field limit of in-
teracting particle system given by a simultaneous coagulation-fragmentation: three particles
interact with a coagulation-fragmentation phenomenon where one of the particles seem to
act as a catalyst.
As we saw in the introduction, this theory can be applied to physical scenarios that
include Langmuir waves, shallow water and waves on elastic plates. Moreover, using the
interacting particle system, numerical methods could be devised to simulate the solution of
the equation (as done by [Con09] for the 3-wave kinetic equation), by adapting the methods
in [EW00].
Finally, these numerical simulations would allow the study of steady state solutions and
to check if they match the Kolmogorov-Zakharov spectra. This will be attempted in a future
work.
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